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Abstract— Security is a critical factor in interoperability of
grid middleware. There is an opportunity to automate the
trust evaluation and accreditation process for grid certification
authorities to allow continuous evaluation of their policies and
practices. To assess the feasibility and usefulness of automatic
evaluation of trust in CAs a trust evaluation system has been
designed and a prototype implemented. The service will evaluate
a CA based on its published policies and observed practices with
respect to a set of rules based on the requirements from an
authentication profile. Development and testing are ongoing and
we hope to deploy a pilot system shortly.

I. INTRODUCTION

Security is a critical factor in interoperability of grid mid-

dleware as higher-level services such as work- and data-

management rely on the underlying authentication and autho-

rization systems for their secure operation. An approach to

grid interoperability, MetaGrid, has been proposed where a

number of components provide the central services required

for interoperability among grid middleware implementations

[1]. Security services will be concentrated, where appropriate,

in a central MetaGrid Security Exchange (MSX). In this

context, a service for automatic evaluation of trust in grid

certification authorities (CAs) is desirable for interoperability

at the authentication level as it would allow different grid mid-

dleware installations to interact with a common authentication

system.

The grid authentication policy management authorities

(PMAs) have produced an authentication profile for grid CAs

that describes minimum requirements which all CAs must

meet in order to be accredited and hence trusted in a grid

infrastructure. The PMAs recognise that there is an opportunity

to automate the reasonably well-defined trust evaluation and

accreditation process for grid CAs. The concept of automatic

trust evaluation for grid CAs was introduced in [2]. Here we

propose a major extension of that work to allow continuous

on-demand evaluation of the CAs’ policies and practices. This

may then be used by the MSX for evaluation of trust in

response to requests from one middleware for credentials to

interoperate with another middleware.

To assess the feasibility and usefulness of the above hy-

potheses a prototype trust evaluation service has been designed

and implemented as described in this paper. The software

evaluates a CA based on its published policies and observed

practices with respect to a set of rules based on the require-

ments from an authentication profile.
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II. BACKGROUND

d Certification Authorities and Policy Management

he start of the European DataGrid project [3] in

t was necessary to create a large international X.509

key infrastructure (PKI) [4] for grid authentication.

rtification Authority Coordination Group (CACG) was

hed by EDG to coordinate its operation. During the

of EDG, several other international projects adopted

entication infrastructure and trusted the CAs accredited

CG.

DG drew to a close it became clear that the practices,

ments and policies of the group, and most impor-

the established trust relationships, should be carried

. The European Policy Management Authority for Grid
tication in e-Science (EUGridPMA) [5] was founded,

e blessing of the European Commission’s eInfrastruc-

eflection Group [6], to coordinate authentication for

7], DEISA[8], LCG[9] and SEEGRID[10]. The history

CACG leading up to the formation of EUGridPMA

ribed in [2]. The Americas Grid Policy Management
ity (TAGPMA) [11] and the Asia-Pacific Grid Pol-
nagement Authority (APGrid PMA) [12] have since

stablished to coordinate grid authentication policies

e regions. In October 2005 the International Grid
ederation (IGTF) was established to coordinate policies

actices between the grid authentication PMAs [13].

lobal Grid Forum [14] has a CA Operations working

o resolve international issues and establish policies and

ures.

anisation of the PKI

rder to discuss trust evaluation it is useful to describe

anisation of the large-scale PKI established by the EDG

and coordinated today by the grid authentication PMAs

IGTF.

conventional approach to building a large-scale X.509

to set up a hierarchy of certification authorities with

e root CA and a number of sub-CAs and sub-sub-CAs

rious assurance levels, purposes, catchment areas, etc.

ot normally possible to include existing certification

ties into such a hierarchy. When EDG was starting,

ere a number of established CAs serving the relevant

h and development communities and it was considered
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important that these should continue to do so for the project.

For this reason, amongst others related to the technical prob-

lems of supporting hierarchical PKI with the grid software of

the time, a non-hierarchical approach was favoured. There are

a number of methods for building a non-hierarchical network

of trust between multiple CAs.

In a cross-signed network of trust, each CA agrees to sign

the root certificates of some or all of the other CAs. An end-

entity certificate issued by one CA in the network can be

accepted by relying parties of a trusted CA since a path of trust

exists from the end-entity certificate, through the cross-signed

certificate, to the trusted CA. This requires cross-certification

support in the software performing the verification. However,

this is not supported by the Globus Security Infrastructure

(GSI) [15] and OpenSSL [16] libraries used by the grid

middleware unless all the cross-signed certificates issued by

the trusted CA are installed as well as the trusted CA’s root

certificate.

Alternatively a bridge CA signs the public keys of CAs that

are to be considered equivalent. Each CA also distributes a

self-signed root certificate, and a certificate signing the public

key of the bridge CA. That is, each CA cross-signs with the

bridge CA. An end-entity certificate issued by a CA who is a

member of the bridge can be accepted by a relying party who

trusts the bridge CA, since the certificate chain provided by the

end-entity can be verified all the way back to the issuing CA’s

root certificate. This is supported in the GSI and OpenSSL

libraries only if all the the cross-signed certificates issued

by the bridge CA are installed as well as the bridge CA’s

root certificate and the trusted CA’s root certificate. Globus

has been tested and found to work in this configuration as

described in [17].

Another alternative to a full cross-signed network of trust is

a policy-based network of trust arrangement, which eliminates

the cross-signing aspect. In such a network of trust each CA

evaluates every other CA and, if the evaluation is positive,

agrees to treat the other CAs as equivalent. Relying parties that

want to accept certificates issued by all CAs that are members

of the network of trust must install the root certificates for all

the CAs. No special software support is required for this kind

of network of trust.

In theory, with a bridge or cross-signed network the signa-

ture from the bridge CA or a trusted CA is enough to allow

the verification of end-entity certificates from all CAs who are

cross-signed with the bridge or with each other. In practice

however, current software requires that all the cross-signed

certificates be installed, as for sub-CAs, and so there is no

great advantage in using the more complex bridge and cross-

signing approaches. It could be argued that cross-certification

poses a greater risk than the policy-based approach since sites

in different trust domains (i.e. with a different local CA) install

a different collection of cross-signed certificates and this limits

the scope to verify the authenticity of these certificates by

comparing with copies from other sources.

The N × N evaluation involved in fully cross-signed or

policy-based networks of trust has complexity of O(N2).
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er, by establishing a common set of requirements (a

ld) that each CA must meet in order to be accredited

nsigned network of trust, the complexity can be reduced

). In effect, this puts the policy management authority

ôle of a policy-based bridge. This allows the group to

asily scale up to tens of members and was one of the

l reasons for the CACG adopting this alternative and

hing a set of minimum requirements for grid CAs.

uirements and Accreditation

IGTF authentication profile described in [18] sets the

ments for the policies and operation of ‘classic’ Certi-

Authorities. The profile attempts to limit proliferation

CAs to one per country, large region or international

ation. CAs are encouraged to establish a wide network

istration Authorities (RAs). The profile requires that a

distinguished name is linked to exactly one end-entity

lifetime of the CA. There is a strong requirement for

-face meeting with photographic identification for an

verify the identity of an applicant. The CA computer

ot be connected to a network unless a suitably se-

rdware cryptography module is used. The profile sets

ments for the length of CA and end-entity keys and

validity period of certificates as well as for certificate

ons. CAs are required to issue CRLs when a revocation

and on a specified schedule. Other requirements cover

itability and confidentiality of CAs and their responsi-

with respect to publication and disaster recovery.

EUGridPMA accreditation process is described in

new CA wishing to be accredited must distribute

ertificate Policy and Certification Practice Statement

S) documentation [20] to the PMA for comments.

A appoints a number of its members to review the

S in detail. The reviewers provide feedback to the

any internal inconsistencies or failure to meet the

ments set out in the authentication profile and the CA

opportunity to make changes in line with the reviewers’

endations. Once the documentation is ready, the CA

ake a presentation to the PMA members describing

il “the authentication and vetting procedure and the

l security measures, record persistency, procedures and

To establish trust, it is important to convince relying

that each CA was founded in good faith and so the

element is very important. The PMA as a group has

ortunity to question the applicant about the policy and

on of the CA. If the CA is approved then relevant de-

cluding the CA certificate, must be securely conveyed

PMA Chair for distribution.

IGTF requirements and accreditation procedures for

As have counterparts in the wider IT context. The

st Program for Certification Authorities [21] is one of

re widely recognised accreditation standards for CAs.

t certificates typically must meet certain standards for

n in the trust stores of popular operating systems, web

rs and other applications, such as Microsoft’s Windows

and the Mozilla Foundation’s suite of products, and



so inclusion can be considered a form of accreditation. The

Microsoft Root Certificate Program [22] requires CAs to

complete a WebTrust audit or an equivalent third-party audit

and also requires that the CA “must provide broad business

value to Microsoft platform customers”. The Mozilla CA

Certificate Policy [23] requires CAs to meet specific WebTrust,

ETSI, or ANSI criteria for CA operations.

In general, fully independent third-party audits are not re-

quired for grid CAs but there has been some recent work done

in GGF by AP Grid PMA members to devise an audit checklist

that is based on the WebTrust program and is consistent with

the IGTF requirements [24].

Evaluation of trust can be considered a continuous and

long-term process — dealing with both changing requirements

and changing CA practices — but the current procedures are

generally only applied to new CAs looking to be accredited.

An automated system would complement the existing manual

accreditation process and take some of the effort out of

continuous re-evaluation of CAs. The remainder of this paper

discusses a proposal for online automated trust evaluation.

III. PRINCIPLES

A. Static & Dynamic Evaluation

Evaluating CA policy documents can be considered static
evaluation since it is based on the slowly-changing information

published by the CA. Evaluating actual CA practices can be

considered dynamic evaluation since it is based on information

from issued certificates and certificate revocation lists.

Ball, Chadwick & Basden distinguish between Static Trust
Calculation, based on information published by the CA, and

Dynamic Trust Checking, where the actual performance of the

CA is evaluated [25]. Three sources of information are used

for dynamic checking:

what the [relying party] already knows about the

CA, what the CA’s external auditor publishes about

the CA’s operations, and finally what the CA makes

known about itself through the publication of its

Certification Revocation Lists (CRLs).

Additional sources of information that can be used include the

properties of the CA root certificate and end-entity certificates,

such as key length, validity period and certificate extensions.

These can be compared against the CA’s published policy

and against the requirements of relying parties. Furthermore,

a certificate issued by a CA must have a unique serial number

and must fall within the relevant namespace declared by the

CA. Certificates can be evaluated on a historical basis to check

that all certificates seen from a particular CA meet these

requirements. Similarly for CRLs, the update period can be

evaluated with reference to the CA’s published policy and RP

requirements, and also on a historical basis to assess a CA’s

past performance in this matter.

While some of these factors do not directly relate to the

cryptographic ‘trustworthiness’ of a CA, they are considered

important for a CA’s acceptance by the relying parties.
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omatic Evaluation

utomatic evaluation engine was introduced in [2] 1. As

ned above each CA must have CP/CPS documentation.

f the features from these policies and practices were

d in a CA report file. For the CA report file a basic

ual language involving key-value pairs was used. The

e was designed to enable later extension for full

ion evaluation, polymorphism and matching capability

bda calculus to allow formal analysis, but was initially

mple.

ures are evaluated relative to rulesets. Rules are specific

rticular feature but any number of rules can be defined

ture. The concept of assurance levels is accommodated

rulesets to be defined for each level specified by the

26]. Manual third-party evaluations are provided for

an appendix section to each report file.

fault ruleset was defined based on the EDG CACG

m requirements. Each Virtual Organisation (VO) can

efine their own rules that override and extend the

ruleset, and each CA can do likewise, overriding and

ng the former rulesets. This Ruleset Inclusion Principle
from the general to the specific. It can be extended to

osts and even specific services simply by defining the

riate ruleset. Thus a typical chain obeying this principle

e: default ruleset → VO ruleset → CA ruleset → host

It is not necessary for a typical subject to have all

e rulesets in their possession, only those rulesets in the

n chains that they are interested in.

an evaluation function f and matrices A, W , R and

valuation results, weights, rulesets and features: A =
R(F)). This assumes all possible rules are defined,

s in practise only the default ruleset is likely to have

l complement of rules defined (which is why the

ion remains largely an O(N) problem). To cope with

oolean matrix D of definition states was added to give:

W ×R(F) , D).

IV. POTENTIAL USE CASES

st Matrices

forms of graphical trust matrix are also introduced in

e CA feature matrix and the CA acceptance matrix.

aid relying parties in making assessments of CAs. The

matrix allows an interested party to assess CAs by

ion of the published information and by comparison

her CAs in the matrix. The acceptance matrix allows

rested party to see how CAs evaluate against one or

ulesets.

ending GSI/SSL Authentication

can conceive of an extended authentication that invokes

evaluation (TE) library which evaluates the same

ation as the matrices and decides whether to trust the

icating party. The GSI/SSL verification invokes the TE

e CA Trust Matrices: http://www.cs.tcd.ie/coghlan/
rix/cps-matrix.cgi



library with the certificate of the remote entity and the rulesets

against which to evaluate it. The TE library finds the CA

and extracts other details from the remote certificate and then

applies the rulesets and returns a result.

C. Outsourced Trust Evaluation

This may be extended further to a remote online TE service

which can be queried during GSI/SSL verification to perform

the necessary validation on behalf of the client. Relying parties

would communicate with a TE validation service running on

behalf of a PMA or VO rather than performing validations with

multiple CAs. This could act as a component of the Metagrid

Security Exchange mentioned in the introduction.

D. Validated Credentials

One may further extend this to create an online service that

issues tokens for validated credentials. A user’s client creates

a proxy and authenticates with the server, which then performs

trust evaluation. The server then signs a certificate extension

specifying the rulesets for which evaluation passed. This is

returned to the client and added to the proxy. The public key

of the validation service must be installed locally in a trusted

store on all hosts that trust the service.

A service receiving the credential may check it for a

certificate extension signed by a trusted validation service.

The certificate extension specifies that the credential passes

certain rulesets as evaluated by the trust authority. The choice

of rulesets is left to the validation service, which would be

appropriate if it is operating at a VO level and sites are willing

to accept its authority. If a local override is required the site

could run its own (possibly more strict) validation service, or

the rulesets could be provided when calling the service.

Alternatively, the credential could specify which rulesets it

has been successfully evaluated against and the receiving party

in the authentication can decide if it accepts those rulesets. In

this case there needs to be a way to uniquely identify rulesets:

a hash of the ruleset signed by the validation service would

suffice.

This is similar to the CertiVeR/OGRO approach of ‘pre-

validation’ used with OCSP-aware services [27]. This potential

use case is not considered further in this paper.

V. REQUIREMENTS

The software system is divided into a core trust evaluation

engine and a number of components which use this engine.

Figure 1 gives an overview of the architecture.

A. Engine Design

The original version of the trust matrix software described

in Section III-B implemented an acceptance matrix, a feature

matrix and a rotated feature matrix. In that design the focus

was solely on producing tables for visual inspection. For an

on-demand evaluation it is felt that the trust evaluation engine

should be designed as a general-purpose library that can be

used to produce acceptance matrices and also to provide trust

validation services. The CA description language should be
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Fig. 1. Trust Evaluation Architecture

hical in structure with key–value pairs at the leaf nodes.

should not be a restrictive pre-defined set of known

s which all CA descriptions must contain: the set of

s depends on the rules used for evaluation.

d-party reports on CAs (by auditors, RPs, or other CAs)

be supported as a source of information. There needs

eneral support for updating the static information in

and CA descriptions. As well as the static information

ed in the CA description the engine should be able to

se of external dynamic information. There must also

ing sufficient for auditing purposes.

rule can refer to any number of features and there

multiple rules defined which refer to the same feature.

ult of evaluating one ruleset against one CA should be

f (〈rule-name〉 〈eval-result〉) pairs, e.g. ((Name 1.0)
d-CPS 0.9)) so that the result is identifiable and can

ced by higher-level functions to give an overall result.

ruleset is a list of rules or functions that evaluate

tion features from the CA description. Each rule con-

a function with one or more description features as

ters. The function will typically evaluate the features

some threshold (e.g. that a string is not empty; that a

e is greater than or equal to 1024 bits).

desirable feature is that it is possible for the rulesets to

ally analysed to some degree, so a rule function should

contained and side-effect free. The ruleset must include

tifier so that it can be specified in an evaluation.

ould be possible to evaluate chained rulesets, e.g.

ruleset → VO ruleset → Site ruleset. There are a

of approaches to chaining. Rules from a more specific

(e.g. at the site level) could override those from a less

ruleset (e.g. at the VO level). Alternatively, rules could

posed, passing the result along the chain. Ruleset chains

e transformed to equivalent single rulesets before being

, or the partial results of an evaluation with one ruleset

e passed to another ruleset on the chain so that results

added or replaced. Flexibility is paramount.

desirable that the engine could be passed a strategy

n — by value or by reference (by name) — by its caller.

case of multi-assurance-level CAs, a set of strategy

ns could be passed to be evaluated against. To further

cate matters, each level in a chain might prescribe their

rategy function to apply to subordinate chains.



B. Trust Matrices

It should be possible to display a wide variety of trust

matrices useful for visual inspection and assessment of CAs.

Feature matrices are required for individual CAs and multiple

CAs to allow side-by-side comparison. Acceptance matrices

are also required for individual CAs and multiple CAs evalu-

ated against single, multiple or chained rulesets. It should be

possible to ‘drill down’ from a summary of results, via hyper-

links, to individual rule results in a particular CA evaluation.

C. Validation Services

An online validation service should ideally support standard

protocols for connections from clients. Suitable protocols

include the Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) [28] and

the Simple Certificate Validation Protocol (SCVP) [29] from

IETF, and the XML Key Management Specification (XKMS)

from W3C [30].

D. Formats

As far as possible the file formats for CA descriptions

and rulesets should be similar. The files should be human-

readable and writable, although in practice special tools may

be used. It would seem wise to use or extend an existing

syntax such as XML, s-expressions (as in Lisp and Scheme),

or Java properties. The format chosen should be extensible. It

should be possible to insert new features that have not been

previously defined without requiring the software to be rebuilt.

In general, the format will consist of a list or tree of keys and

values. It would be convenient to use or create tools to validate

these files.

CA descriptions or rulesets could be signed to allow for

secure third-party use. Alternatively, unsigned CA descriptions

and rulesets could be distributed from a trusted source.

It would help if the format for CA descriptions included

information from the CA’s CP/CPS documents (RFC 2527 or

3647 format) in a canonical form. This might require some

mapping between natural language expressions and integer,

Boolean or other types.

The CA description should include an identifier so that it

can be specified in an evaluation. The Certification Authority’s

Distinguished Name (DN) is a suitable candidate as this must

be unique within a PKI. If more than one CA appears with

the same DN then the trust in all of the CAs bearing that DN

should be substantially reduced.

E. Programming Interface

The library-level interface needs to be a function to evaluate

a specified CA-description against a specified ruleset. For val-

idation with dynamic evaluation the interface should include

a certificate parameter.

evaluate trust(〈ca〉,〈ruleset〉) → 〈return value〉
evaluate trust(〈end entity cert〉,〈ruleset〉) → 〈return value〉

The type and meaning of the return value will depend on the

ruleset and the algebra.
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VI. IMPLEMENTATION

luation Engine
Kawa Scheme compiler [31] was chosen to implement

st Evaluation Engine. Kawa compiles Scheme [32]

code to Java Virtual Machine bytecode compatible

e Sun JVM (and others). This makes it attractive for

ng the Kawa-based engine in Java-based web appli-

. Kawa can also produce native executables using the

ompiler for Java [33]. This is convenient for including

ine in a library to be called from applications using

SL.
llection of functions was created to handle evaluation of

criptions against rulesets. To evaluate a rule, the engine

es the Scheme eval procedure to convert the function

ecified in the (non-executable) ruleset to an in-memory

ure at runtime (in this way the engine obtains the ability

pile and run Scheme code at runtime ‘for free’) and

gine looks up the rule parameter values in the CA

tion. It then applies the rule function to the parameter

to produce a result. Each rule in a ruleset is evaluated

results can then be aggregated. Several forms of ruleset

g are implemented.
sets and CA descriptions are stored in table ‘objects’

comprise a local hash-table of data and methods to add

(directly or from a named file) and to lookup entries

key.
e experimentation with memoization of ruleset evalu-

as been carried out. In a functional language such as

e it is possible to define a generic memoize function

can be applied to any referentially-transparent function

uce a memoized version of that function, that is, a

of the function which caches the result for a given

nputs. This can provide effective optimization without

cing unnecessary complications to the evaluation logic.
bject-oriented wrapper for the trust evaluation engine

ated (also in Kawa Scheme) to provide an interface that

sed programs can call. The engine class has member

es for the ruleset and CA description tables. It also

s methods to perform various types of evaluation.

st Matrices
trust matrices web application was developed partly in

cheme, for the components that interface most closely

e engine, and partly in Java, to be used as Tomcat Java

s. A similar approach was taken as for the development

engine. A collection of functions were built up to

e nicely formated tables from the result of an evaluation

engine. An object-oriented wrapper was created (also in

cheme) to provide an nterface for Java-based programs

to display trust matrices.
display tables are constructed from the evaluation

in SXML (XML as S-Expressions) [34]. The SSAX

is then used to conveniently convert the SXML to

for display. The HTML includes links from, for

e, each ruleset name to an appropriate servlet page

g evaluations using that ruleset.



The servlet loads the available rulesets and CA descriptions

into the ruleset and CA description tables of an engine object

instance. At present this is a fixed list. The servlet handles

requests for various forms of acceptance matrix, that is for

evaluations of one or more CAs against one or more rulesets.

The URL path specifies the required evaluation:

• /all/ — evaluate all CAs against all rulesets; a full

acceptance matrix

• /all-summary/ — evaluate all CAs against all rulesets

showing a single result value for each CA/ruleset evalu-

ation. This is shown in Figure 2.

• /ruleset/<ruleset name>/ — evaluate all CAs against a

given ruleset

• /ca/<ca name>/ — evaluate a CA against all rulesets

• /ca-ruleset/<ca name>/<ruleset name>/ — evaluate a

CA against a given ruleset

The servlet makes calls to the engine to do the requested

evaluation and passes the result to the matrix display class

to be presented in a suitable HTML form.

Fig. 2. Acceptance Matrices Screenshot

C. Validation Services

A simple web service has been implemented that accepts

a certificate as an argument. It determines which CA issued

the certificate and then uses the engine to evaluate trust in the

issuing CA. The service returns the result of the evaluation.

This demonstrates the use of the trust evaluation engine as a

library and is the first step to providing a full online validation

service. The existing implementation does not yet support any

of the standard protocols mentioned in Section V-C above.

VII. DESCRIPTIONS AND RULESETS

A. CA Description Features

The CA description features correspond to information

found in CP and CPS documents and other data published by

a CA. The left side of Figure 3 shows part of a CA description

for the Grid-Ireland Certification Authority (edited slightly).
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esets

rules in a ruleset are based on the requirements a relying

as with respect to CAs. In practice a ruleset would be

by an accreditation body such as EUGridPMA or by a

party such as a project-specific virtual organisation.

ht side of Figure 3 shows part of a ruleset which

onds to the IGTF authentication profile for classic CAs.

sets and CA descriptions must be semantically compat-

th respect to the names, types and values of description

s. In the current implementation there is no direct

al support for this: the author of a CA description is

d to take care to make it compatible with the relevant

. In effect, the writer of a ruleset determines what

s must be described in a CA description which is

ed with that ruleset.

eset Algebra

trust evaluation engine does not specify the types of

that can be returned as results of rule evaluations, not

ge of values, nor how these values can be combined

ced to get an overall result for a particular CA with

to a particular ruleset. The values and the algebra are

d in the ruleset itself.

mportant part of constructing a ruleset then is to decide

lues are assigned to rule results. To initialise an expert

for trust evaluation Chadwick & Basden [35] took the

ch of

terviewing PKI experts and asking them to rank

e various factors against each other in order of

portance on a scale from 1 to 10. The experts

uld agree that some factors were more important

the calculation of trust than others, but for other

ctors there was no general agreement. (Quoted
m [25])

alternative approach is to set the result values based

ues in an appropriate documented standard, if such

is available. In the case of a ruleset for the IGTF

ication profile for classic CAs the values have been

to approximately match the use of Must or Should in

hentication profile [36].

most basic set of rule result values is the Boolean set.

le result will indicate if the evaluation of that rule was

ble or not. Boolean results for an entire ruleset can

uced to a single result with a logical-AND operator.

er, this is a very crude approach as a single false value

d to rejection.

lternative is to use the range of real numbers 0.0–1.0.

s precedent in probability and fuzzy logic. When work-

h probabilities, multiplication of independent probabil-

ill give the combined probability. In fuzzy logic, the

ND is usually defined as the minimum value of a set

pendent fuzzy set membership functions. An arithmetic

r weighted arithmetic mean could also be used. Of

these different functions will produce different overall

and so the assignment of values to rules must be made



with this in mind. Table I shows some examples of combining

sets of real numbers with different operators.

TABLE I

COMBINING REAL NUMBERS IN THE RANGE 0.0–1.0

Op. {0.9,0.9,0.8,0.7,0.9} {1.0,1.0,1.0,0.5,1.0}
× 0.37 0.5

min. 0.7 0.5
mean 0.85 0.92

Another approach is to add numerical rule results, possibly

followed by a threshold or sigmoid function. If the sum

exceeds some threshold then the CA can be accepted. This

is similar to the approach taken in spam filters such as

SpamAssassin [37], where email messages are assessed against

a set of rules, and the results added. Rules check email

message for known spam-like features, such as text with the

same background and foreground colour, or the same address

in both the To and From headers. Un-spam-like features, such

as digital signatures, give negative scores. By default, if the

message gets a score of 5.0 or more it is flagged as spam.

The trust evaluation system is not limited to simple nu-

merical values. Results can return symbolic values (e.g. low,

medium, high); values with attached weights (e.g. (result
(value 0.8) (weight 0.2))); arbitrary tuples or lists; and

unevaluated functions. In each case the aggregation function

must be chosen to handle the result types. For some appli-

cations, instead of reducing the evaluation result to a single

value it may be more appropriate for the result set to be

compared against a corresponding acceptance set of individual

rule scores for an exact match or partial match. One aspect

of our future work will involve evaluating a variety of ruleset

algebras.

VIII. RELATED WORK

CertiVeR offers commercial certificate revocation status

services using the OCSP protocol and has been promoting

the service to the grid community. They have introduced

OCSP
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support for proxy validation, validation policies and

lidation’ [27].

Chadwick & Basden [25] have implemented a trust

ion system which uses an expert system to evaluate

st in a CA, based on the CA’s CP/CPS (stored in a

d XML format), audit certificates and other sources of

ation.

New Security Infrastructure project [38] aimed to

e interoperability between PKIs and reduce the com-

of PKI use in applications and services. The main

f the project was on a PKI Server which centralises the

f certificate validation, signature verification, certificate

l, and certificate path building [39]. A novel feature of

proach is that PKI Servers can exchange information

her PKI Servers. Information on certificate repositories

rtificate paths is propagated in a manner similar to IP

.

Norske Veritas Research is developing a Validation
ity (VA) for commercial use [40]. The VA approach

operability is an alternative to building trust structures

CAs (such as cross-signing and bridges). The VA

urn a ‘classification (quality indicator)’ for certificates

for validation. The implementation provides a web

based on XKMS for the relying parties.

e is work underway in the US among PKI experts in the

earch and higher education communities to establish a

on service for production use in these areas [41].

IX. FUTURE WORK

ort for dynamic certificate information is currently

to retrieving the identifier of the issuing CA from

ficate. One of the main directions for this research

to complete the design and implementation of the

ic information components of the engine and other

s. The validation services proposed in this paper must

loped beyond the current minimal implementation. The

to provide these services over standard protocols and

rate their use into software authentication mechanisms.
(ca-description
(name "Grid-Ireland Certification Authority")
(dn "/C=IE/O=Grid-Ireland/CN=Grid-Ireland CA")
(country "Ireland")
(security-level ’low)
(CA-email "grid-ireland-ca@cs.tcd.ie")
(CP-and-CPS
(RFC-2527-compliant #t)
(RFC-3647-compliant #f)
(OID-identifier "1.3.6.1.4.1.10977.10.1.1.0.3")
(OID-in-cert #f))

(CA-web-server
(URL "http://www.cs.tcd.ie/grid-ireland/gi-ca/")
(cert-publication-max-latency 0) ; < days >
(CRL-publication-min-freq 23) ; < days >
(CRL-publication-max-latency 0) ; < days >
(restricted-access #f))

...)

(ruleset
(name "Default Ruleset")
(rules
(rule
(name "CP/CPS format")
(description "CA must have RFC 2527 or 3647 CP/CPS")
(params ((c2527 (CP-and-CPS RFC-2527-compliant))

(c3647 (CP-and-CPS RFC-3647-compliant))))
(func (cond (c3647 1.0)

(c2527 0.9)
(else 0.0))) )

(rule
(name "CP/CPS OID in cert")
(description "CA must have OID in cert")
(params ((oid-in-cert (CP-and-CPS OID-in-cert))))
(func (if oid-in-cert 1.0 0.2)))

...))

Example CA Description Example Ruleset

Fig. 3. Example CA Description and Ruleset



Development and testing are ongoing and we hope to deploy

a pilot system shortly.

X. CONCLUSIONS

A trust evaluation software system has been designed and a

prototype implemented to assess the feasibility and usefulness

of automatic evaluation of trust in CAs. The evaluation engine

we have developed provides a good platform for experimenting

with various approaches to ruleset evaluation. The experience

of implementing and using the engine with the trust matrices

and the initial online service suggests that this is a promising

direction for our research.
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